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The nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation @a,@ i- M2@ + h,@l-m + h,@‘-2” = 0 
has the exact formal solution @ = [u 2m - h,u”/(m - 2)&P + hra/(m - 2)2M4 - 
Xz/4(m - l)Mz]llsu-l, m # 0, 1, 2, where u and u-r are solutions of the linear 
Klein-Gordon equation. This equation is a simple generalization of the 
ordinary second order differential equation satisfied by the homogeneous func- 
tion y = [au’” + b(uv)“‘” + cvm]“lm, where u and v are linearly independent 
solutions of y” + r(x) y’ + q(x) y = 0. 
Recently it was shown in [l] that the homogeneous function 
y = [UP + b(uv)“~” + C?F]++, 
satisfies the nonlinear differential equation 
Kl = 1, (1)  
y” + Y(X) y’ + KQ(X) y = (1 - I) y”y-l + K~*dy1-2mL, 
Where primes denote differentiation with respect to x and 
(2) 
Q* = (b/4)[(m - 2)(au” + CW’)(UV)-~~~ - b + 41r1(m - ~)uc](uv)~-*. (3) 
The functions u and v satisfy the linear equation 
y” + WY + &)Y = 0, (4) 
and w # 0 is the Wronskian of u and v. The exponents are real and nonzero, 
while the constants a, b, c are arbitrary. 
The purpose of this note is to observe that (2) can be put in the form 
y” + Y(X) y’ + K&X) y = (1 - ~)y’2y-1 + K(b/4)(WZ - 2)(tHl)*“-” W2J-’ 
+ K(m - l&C - b2/4)(UZ9”-2 W2y1-2mz. (5) 
Moreover, we remark that (5) is physically important, especially in view 
of the generalization to partial differential equations. 
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We have obtained in [2] equations of the form 
+ KQ(u, v) W2tP2nLz, (6) 
W2 = f fij(X) 
i&l 
[ 
av av 
U2&i-- uv i 
a~ av au av au au 
x -__ -- axi axj + axj axi ) +?P---. axi ax, 3 
(7) 
The functions U(X) and v(x) are now solutions of the linear equation 
i$lfij(x) & + f giCx> $ + NxP = O, 
2 3 i=l D 
and x = (x1 ,..., x,) now denotes a set of independent variables. Thus by 
choosing I = 1, v = u-l, and W2 = -4M2, we can extend (5) immediately 
to the nonlinear equation 
+a,@ + M2@ + A,@-” + h,!P-2~ = 0 , (9) 
which has application to nonlinear quantum field theories [3]. The solution 
@ = [@ - h,uml(m - 2) M2 + h12/(m - 2)2 M4 - A2/4(m - 1) M2]llm u-l 
(10) 
is in terms of solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation 
aua,@ + MS@ = 0. 
In (10) we have 
(11) 
a = 1, b = -&/(m - 2) M2, c = b2 - A2/4(m - 1) M2. (12) 
We showed in [2] that W2 = -4h(x) when the condition v = u-l is imposed 
on a solution of (8). With v = u-l, a necessary and sufficient condition 
for w2 to be constant is that h(x) = M2, a constant, 
Operator-valued solutions similar to (10) have been applied in [4, 51. 
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